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Abstract 

Modern automotive and car body design is characterized by a combination of a large number of materials and a wide variety of 
joining techniques. A car body of current design has 5000 - 6000 joining elements, which have to be fully tested and evaluated 
along the production process. Recently, mainly destructive methods are used for testing which are characterized by a high 
workload and the loss of value of already produced parts. Well-established equipment for 3D non-destructive testing are 
ground based, fixed X-ray computed tomography (XCT) systems. However, with this kind of systems, setting up 
measurements of large assemblies for automated scanning requires a demanding hardware setup and is quite time consuming. 
A system which allows flexible positioning and fast non-destructive inspection would be beneficial not only for quality control 
in automotive production but also for aerospace or energy industry applications. 

For that reason, a completely new XCT system has been developed. The most important requirement for the design has been 
the need for carrying out a local tomography of regions of interest (ROI) of open frame structures. The kinematic process of 
tomography is implemented by a “U”-shaped XCT unit equipped with an automated rotating arm. For automation, the XCT 
unit is mounted on an industrial robot. After approaching a predefined position with the robot, the XCT unit will start a scan by 
rotating the scan arm around 360°. Radiographic projections are measured continuously and reconstructed to a 3D data set 
within minutes. 

Resulting CT-Images measured with the developed XCT system show that it enables non-destructive testing of the complete 
set of joining elements at any position of a car body. With the system, measurement time per joining element and loss of value 
are minimized by eliminating the need for sample preparation. 

 
Figure 1: Audi R8 Coupé Space frame 
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1 Introduction 

X ray computed tomography (XCT) is a non-destructive testing method originally developed for medical imaging, which is 
also well established in the industrial environment. It is based on the assumption that a cross section of an object can be 
computer aided reconstructed out of a finite number of measured digital radiographic projections of different perspectives of 
the object. A manipulation system ensures the relative movement between CT system (including X ray source and X ray 
detector) and the test object. Depending on the manipulation systems flexibility, there are several scanning methods available. 
The most relevant and most widely used is 3D cone-beam CT, which is a very good compromise between scanning time, 
computational effort and image quality.  

 
Figure 2: Illustration of CT scan methods, from left to right: 3D cone beam CT, 3D helical CT and 3D Region of interest CT 

State of the art XCT systems are usually based on a fixed manipulation system, whose shape, size and weight is mainly 
influenced by the test objects properties. These systems can be equipped with several X-ray sources and X-ray detectors as 
well as numerous automatic axes. This allows a high flexibility in scanning and covers a wide range of testing objects. Large-
scale production car bodies can be 6 meters long, 2 meters wide and 2 meters high and weigh several hundred kilograms. 
Implementing an XCT system for testing objects of this dimension in high resolution is associated with high mechanical and 
financial efforts. Especially with large frame structures, inner regions of interest cannot be easily accessed. Even if 
accessibility is given, spatial resolution is usually limited due to a lack of geometrical magnification. However, against all odds 
and difficulties such systems have been implemented in the past very successfully [1][2]. 

 

     
Figure 3: Different RayScan CT system in use with large object and heavy objects for local tomography. 

In the broadest sense, 3D cone-beam CT refers to a circular, equidistant scan (2π rotation, beam axis≙ detector normal, 
rotation axis⊥ beam axis), which is combined with a filtered backprojection [4]. For each section plane, which is penetrated by 
at least one X-ray sub-beam, the following applies: Any object detail that is visible at least 180° during the scan can be 
completely reconstructed [3]. In 3D cone beam CT, this only applies to object details whose trajectory intersects the detector 
normal. Deviations from this condition – also called Tuys condition – lead to image artifacts and disturbances, which have a 
negative effect on contrast and spatial resolution. As an example of a scan geometry, which always fulfills the condition, the 
helical CT is mentioned here. On the other hand, there are already scan methods which deliberately forego fulfillment of the 
above-mentioned condition in favor of greater flexibility and practicability during the scan. Some of these methods are widely 
known by the term laminography [5]. Different variants are possible - for example, the restriction of the trajectory to less than 
180° (swing laminography, ie called limited angle CT) or a deliberate tilt  of the beam axis against the rotational axis (rotary 
laminography) or even a combination of both. Particularly with large and poorly movable test objects, non-destructive testing 
is possible with these scanning methods. 

In order to improve the mentioned aspects of fixed manipulation system, the completely new robot based XCT system 
RoboTom was developed. It is designed to enable non-destructive testing of the complete set of joining elements of a car body. 
The most important requirement for the design was the need for carrying out a local tomography of regions of interest (ROI) of 
open frame structures, which are substantially larger than the ROI.  
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2 System development 

To determine requirements on the spatial resolution, a car body of current design (AUDI Q7) was selected and investigated 
with regard to the connecting elements used there. Spot-shaped connections are dominated by resistance spot welding 
(about 50 %) and self piercing riveting (about 35 %). Another noteworthy connection technique is the flow drilling screw, 
which makes up about 10 % of the connections. The rest are compounds such as clinching or friction element welding. The 
field of line or sheet-like joints is clearly dominated by adhesive bonding with nearly 90% of all connections of this type. The 
rest are various types and forms of seam welding. For each of the above joining techniques, there are test instructions for 
conventional test methods (mostly destructive) that characterize a faultless connection and any faults. Mostly, these are 
tolerances to dimensional variables such as minimum distances and diameters. However, material-characterizing quantities (eg 
porosity) or descriptive quantities (presence of cracks) are also included in the evaluation. An analysis showed that the 
minimum tolerances of most types of connections are in the range between 20 and 50 μm. This means that measuring or testing 
equipment must provide at least this resolution to extract the corresponding feature. Beside spatial resolution there are further 
demands on the system which are collected in the following table. 

Property Demand 

Spatial resolution 20 – 50 µm 

Scanning time < 1 week / 6000 joining elements = 100 s / joining element (in average) 

Scan method 3D capability 

Accessibility 100 % of a modern car body 

Dependencies to 3rd party 
hardware e.g. robots 

None, System has to be designed such that 3D-information can be obtained without robots to be part of the 
scanning method, number of robots has to be minimized to a single robot in best case 

Table 1: Demands on the new CT system. 

Spatial resolutions as demanded here are typically achieved by minimizing the distance between test object and the X-ray in 
order to be able to measure in high-resolution with the highest possible geometric magnification combined with the smallest 
possible focal spot of the X-ray source. Assuming that the optical blur of the X-ray source �� must not exceed the pixel pitch 
in the detector plane �� in order to achieve sufficiently high image sharpness, the geometric magnification � applies to: 

(1) � = ���� + 1 

It can be seen that � becomes high for setups with small focal spot diameters ��. The advantage of this setup is the ability to 
use detectors having a relatively large pixel pitch in relation to the desired spatial resolution respectively voxel size. 
Technically, this method is implemented by the use of microfocus X-ray tubes (focal spots > 5 μm) and flat panel detectors 
(pixel sizes 100-200 μm). Unfortunately, the use of open microfocus X-ray tubes is not possible here due to their high weight 
and size. Even closed microfocus X-ray tubes are only partially suitable. Therefore, sealed type mini-focus X-ray tubes are 
necessary. This type is more robust and lighter - but also associated with much larger focal spots (<1 mm). When using X-ray 
tubes with large focal spots the geometric magnification has to be significantly reduced to smaller values just above 1. With a 
reasonable maximum distance between the source and the detector of approx. 1000 mm, the distance between the test region 
and the detector surface is in the range of approx. 100 mm. At this small distance a free rotation of X-ray source and X-ray 
detector around a common center (3D cone-beam CT) is either very limited or not possible without collision with the test 
object, especially when large frame structures have to be inspected. For this reason, an alternative scanning geometry was 
developed, which allows collision-free movement despite low magnifications using only a single robot. X-ray tube and X-ray 
detector are not rigidly connected, but attached via an arm on a frame. The frame is being hold by a robot and brought into 
position. Doing so, collision-free rotation and collecting 3D information is possible very close to a region of interest. The 
X-ray tube is tilted such that the beam axis always points to the detectors center. In order to avoid problems with the high-
voltage cable and cooling hoses of the X-ray tube during the 360° rotation, the X-ray tube is mounted for free rotation. The 
cables are wound up continuously via an external self-tensioning cable carrier which ensures that the X-ray tube is always 
aligned. The setup is most similar to rotary laminography, but with a fixed detector which implies a detector normal deviating 
significantly from the beam axis. During a scan, the cone beam defined by the detector surface encloses a primary field of view 
in the form of a polyhedron, which converges to an equilateral pyramid in case of a detector with a square sensor. Every object 
detail within this primary field of view is visible on every projection image and can thus be reconstructed based on a maximum 
amount of samples. The further out there is an object detail, the fewer samples are available. Nevertheless, this secondary field 
of view can also be 3D reconstructed. The following illustration shows the setup. 
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Figure 4: RoboTom scan geometry. 

With the found setup a comprehensive 3D accessibility analysis was carried out with the aid of a CAD model of the car body. 
X-ray tube and X-ray detector arms were modeled as part of a collision model. The investigations were carried out for a variety 
of joining elements throughout the car body. Based on the results of the accessibility analysis, variables such as the distance 
between X-ray source and X-ray detector or X-ray source and object were defined. The dimensions of the RoboTom system 
have been successfully chosen to best suit the demands on accessibility, spatial resolution, contrast and X-ray intensity 
respectively scanning time. 

  
Figure 5: RoboTom and its application during car body joining element inspection of a Q7 – Multi Material Body Structure. 

3 Experimental setup and image quality 

An experimental setup was used for a most practical test of the developments and as proof of feasibility. The graphics and 
pictures below illustrate the structure of the demonstrator. The basic system was a RayScan 200 granite-based inspection 
system enclosed by a steel-lead compound sandwich shielding cabinet (see Figure 6).  

 
Figure 6: Illustration of the experimental setup 
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A digital flat panel X-ray detector was attached to the cabinet ceiling with a permanent fixation. The turntable of the CT 
system was equipped with a horizontal bar. At the end of this bar an X-ray tube was attached. Except for the rotary axis, all 
moveable axes of the CT system were deactivated. The object to be measured was held in position above the turntable via four 
steel ropes fastened to the cabin wall. With this setup it was possible to adjust the scanning geometry of the RoboTom system 
as far as possible. As X-ray sensor a PerkinElmer XRD 1621 AN 14 ES was used, which has 2048 x 2048 pixels with a 
bidirectional pixel pitch of 200 μm resulting in a sensitive area of 409.6 mm x 409.6 mm. It did not fully allow the 
achievement of the previously defined criteria for spatial resolution. However, this has hardly any influence on the evaluation 
of the system's capabilities, since scaling variables, such as voxel size can be extrapolated very well. 

 
Figure 7: Photographs of the experimental setup. Left: Rotating scan arm with X-ray tube,  

right: X-ray detector mounted to the cabinet ceiling 

Together with a measurement the process of post processing starts. This includes appropriate image processing algorithms for 
bad pixel correction, offset correction, gain correction, exposure correction, misalignment correction and filtering. For CT 
reconstruction a modified GPU accelerated filtered back projection algorithm for arbitrary geometries is used which shows 
best performance paired with a superior CT image quality.  

The resulting CT images can be processed using the standard tools for 3D visualization and 3D evaluation. Each slice of the 
reconstructed 3D data set can be brought into focus and shows clear details in high spatial resolution and with high contrast. 
Due to the violation of Tuys condition as mentioned above, the reconstructed image quality is anisotropic. The preferable view 
on the data are slices parallel to the detector surface. Although object details lying within a slice to be examined are crisp and 
clearly visible, information from other slices in negative and positive beam direction is also visible and distributed circular 
around its origin, albeit with reduced intensity. The following Figure 8 illustrates this effect. 

 
Figure 8: Illustration of the effects of violating Tuys condition with the proposed measurement setup. The four pictures are meant to be 

representations of reconstructed slices (left side: perpendicular to the sensor surface, right side parallel to the sensor surface). Three high 
attenuating particles are assumed at different levels above the sensor surface imaged with three cross sectional images on the right hand side. 

Each cross section shows the particle itself but also information originating from the other particles in the field of view in form of rings.  

4 Results 

With the experimental setup it was possible to carry out a large number of measurements in order to generate sufficiently 
meaningful measurement results. Results of the following objects are presented here. 

 Vehicle side door  Roof segment  Front car segment  Network Switch  CFRP plate with artificial impact 
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The measurement parameters were identical for all measurements and are summarized in the following table: 

X-ray source X-ray detector Mechanical setup CT image 
High voltage / kV 140  Sensitive area / Pixels 2048² Source detector / mm 1185 Voxel size / µm 100³ 
Tube current / µA 300 Pixel pitch / µm 200 Source RotAxis / mm 445 Field of view (incl. sec.) / mm  
Power / W 42 Dynamic range / Bit 16 Scan angle / deg 20.6 550 x 550 x 373 
Focal spot size / µm < 500 Integration time / ms 500 Angular sampling 360   
Type Sealed Type Flat      

Table 2: Measurement parameters used for the scan of the sample parts. 

 

 
Figure 9: Measurement of a front car segment, Top row: Photographs of the measurement setup and the region of interest, bottom row: cross 

sections of the reconstructed 3D volume at different zoom levels, welds can be identified; porosity can be detected and visualized. 
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Figure 10: Measurement of a vehicle side door, Most left: Photograph of the measurement setup, Middle left: photograph of structures inside 

the door, a vertical aluminum weld can be seen near the center of the picture, Middle right: cross section of the reconstructed region of 
interest, the weld can clearly be seen having lots of pores. Most right: enlarged region of interest, Different levels of porosity are noticeable 

 

 
Figure 11: Measurement of a network switch, Top left: Photographs of the measurement setup Remaining pictures: cross sections of the 

reconstructed 3D volume at different zoom levels. Although the network switch is significantly larger than the X-ray detectors sensitive area, 
it is possible to scan the whole piece with only one measurement 
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Figure 12: Measurement of a roof segment: Most left: Photograph of the measurement setup, remaining pictures: cross sections of the 

reconstructed 3D volume at different zoom levels 

 
Figure 13: Measurement of a  CFRP plate with artificial impact, left: Photographs of the measurement setup, right: cross section of the 

reconstructed 3D volume from the impact region. 

5 Summary and outlook 

The developed XCT system for large assemblies’ inspection in automotive production shows very good results with any of the 
samples tested so far. Although the CT image quality is not comparable with conventional 3D cone beam CT the advantages 
concerning flexibility, accessibility and measurement time are of significant value. An appropriate automation concept would 
be the following: Both systems – RoboTom and robot – communicate their current status but are controlled independently. In 
principle, this allows programming a scanning procedure for an end user with very basic knowledge about the RoboTom 
system. In teaching mode the robot is used to place the RoboTom system close to the region of interest in way such that the 
detector is inside the car bodie ie open frame structure and the rotating arm can rotate freely without collsion on the outside. 
After approaching this predefined position with the robot, the XCT unit will start a scan by rotating the scan arm around 360°. 
Radiographic projections are measured continuously and reconstructed to a 3D data set within minutes. After the scan the robot 
will approach the next position. With this basic procedure the measurement of the complete car body can be 100 % automated. 

For the final setup the RoboTom system will be configured differently compared to the experimental setup. It will equipped 
with a light weight closed X-ray tube with 160 kV high voltage which provides a symmetrical focal spot of 300 µm. The X-ray 
detector will be a 16 Bit indirect converting flat panel detector with 500 cm² sensitive area. Some other relevant parameters of 
RoboTom are shown in Table 3 below. 
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X-ray source X-ray detector Mechanical setup CT image 
High voltage / kV 160  Sensitive area / cm² 500 Total height / mm 1700 Detail / µm 50 
Power / W 300 Dynamic range / Bit 16 Total width / mm 1100 Field of view / mm 250 
Focal spot size / µm 300 Type flat Total weight / kg 60 Scan time / minutes 1 – 10 

Table 3: Relevant parameters of the RoboTom CT system. 

In summary, with RoboTom a large ground based manipulation system is no longer necessary for non-destructive testing of a 
complete car body. Instead, a light and slim designed CT-unit scans ROIs in the car body. The focus is on maximum 
flexibility. Measurement time per joining element and loss of value are minimized by eliminating the need for sample 
preparation. At the same time, the measurement results are improved in terms of quality, reproducibility and throughput. With 
RoboTom a clear advance is achieved in the automated monitoring of production processes in the automotive industry. 

Keywords: X-ray, computed tomography, XCT, automotive, weld, rivet, adhesive, non-destructive, testing, imaging 
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